
GREEN YOUTH CONCLAVE (2019-20): AN INITIATIVE BY GREEN 

COMMITTEE 

“A good leader can engage in a debate frankly and thoroughly, knowing that at the 

end he and the other side must be closer and thus emerge stronger. You don’t have 

that idea when you are arrogant, superficial, and uninformed." – Nelson Mandela 

 

Carrying this idea forward, the Green School Club of DPS-Bopal conducted ‘Green 

Youth Conclave’ on 16 November 2019. The participating delegates and 

parliamentarians were from classes IX -XII. Two committees, The UNEP and the LOK 

SABHA, were organised to debate and discussion the UNDP’s Agenda 13 and the 

pathway taken by the different countries to achieve it. 

A compelling policy of dam safety (specifically the dam safety bill) was picked up as a 

topic of discussion in the LOK SABHA. Debaters and chairs got into constant intriguing 

discussions on Sustainable Development, National and International Policies on 

Environmental Conservation, as well as discussion on the pre-existing portfolios. 

Alongside this was the UNEP’s constant on and off motion-marking. Around 17 

motions were rejected while another 3 were picked-up. Both the committees were 

hosts to many brilliant points as well as constant fact-checking and allegations. LOK 

SABHA, specifically the zero hour, was a place of very heated debates and 

demarcations, from mocking other members as well as praising policies. This constant 

back and forth between the party in power as well as its opposition made an enticing 

debate session. The UNEP on the other hand later became a place of international 

policy discussion. Proposed and implemented policies were questioned, praised and 

even sarcastically commented on by the delegates. Goal 13 was a constantly raised 

point in the multiple debates. The session concluded with certificates of Participation, 

Admiration, Appreciation as well as awards for Best delegates, High-commendations 

and Special Mentions followed by the closing ceremony summing-up this resplendent 

event. A committee of teachers and students have worked hard day and night to make 

this event a success. Around 100 participants had taken part in this conclave, a great 

success. 

  









 


